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Abstract
To improve the efficiency of solution analyzing of a new engineering decision problem in decision support system (DSS), this 
paper utilizes sentence similarity computing to identify solved engineering decision problems in DSS which new problems users 
input are similar to. On the basis of existing methods on Chinese sentence similarity computing and analyzing the characteristics 
of engineering decision problems expressed in natural language form, an approach with part of speech (POS) for similar 
engineering decision problem identification is proposed combining the methods based on improved edit-distance and skeletal 
dependency tree. According to the approach, the sentence similarity is defined as a weighted combination of expression similarity 
and semantic similarity. Finally, an instance is presented to illuminate the approach and experiment results are shown to evaluate 
the accuracy of the approach. Compared with other methods, the approach gives a better performance in identifying similar 
engineering decision problems.
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1. Introduction
Problem Management System (PMS) is the key subsystem of problem-driven decision support system (DSS).Its 
primary functions include problem-input, problem-storage, problem-searching, problem-understanding and 
problem-solving. Decision problems are customarily described in natural language form. And intellective PMS must 
be capable to identify or understand them. To improve the efficiency of solution analyzing of a new decision 
problem in DSS, PMS often needs to search problem base to find solved decision problems which the new problem
is similar to. In this case, we can utilize sentence similarity computing to identify them (Hu, 2009). 
Sentence similarity computing plays an increasingly important role in many fields of natural language processing
(NLP) and Information Retrieval (IR). It has been used in text mining, text summarization, machine learning and so 
on. And it has become a generic component in knowledge representation and discovery (Aliguliyev, 2009).
Generally, sentence similarity consists of expression similarity, semantic similarity and pragmatic similarity. But in 
daily application, it can satisfy general requirements to compute the first two similarities (Che, Liu, Qin & Li, 2004).
In view of this, some methods have been proposed to compute sentence similarity, for example, the methods based 
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on word-form and word-sequence (Wang, Wang, Chi & Chen, 2008; Li, Mclean, et al., 2006; Selvi & Gopalan, 
2007), Vector Space Model (VSM) and TFIDF (Yeh, Ke & Yang, 2008), semantic (Che, Liu, Qin & Li, 2004; Li,
Mclean, t al., 2006; Chen & Chen, 2009; Liu, Lin & Zhao, 2008; Selvi & Gopalan, 2007),dependency grammar (Liu,
Lin & Zhao, 2008; Sui & Yu, 1998) and multi-feature combination (Liu & Liu, 2009). But those methods have their 
own limits. They neglect either semantics or other characteristics of words. However, decision problems in DSS are 
expressed normatively. The characteristics and semantics of their words are specific, which play a more important 
part in sentence similarity computing in DSS compared with other fields. So the methods above are not fit for 
similar decision problem identification in DSS. Decision problem has its special characteristics and we present two 
corresponding methods based on VSM and problem attribute-matching in reference [1]. But they also have 
disadvantages. The first one requires the same attributes of problems and the weights of them have a significant
impact on similarity computing. The other one requires deep analyzing of problems which is difficult for current 
technologies in NLP and it also neglects the diversities of word semantics. Hence, more effective methods are 
required for similar decision problem identification.
A sentence is made up of several words and sentence similarity computing depends not only on words but also on 
their relations. Word similarity computing is an import aspect of sentence similarity computing as words with 
different parts of speech (POS) have different contributions to the meaning of a sentence. Considering POS impact 
on word similarity, a word similarity algorithm is proposed based on edit-distance and POS (Mei & Liu, 2010). And 
a novel sentence similarity measure for semantic-based expert systems is introduced utilizing VSM (Lee, 2011).
During the process of this measure, POS is used for getting vectors of nouns and verbs only. It is obvious that it 
neglects other words’ impacts. An approach based on word similarity for short text similarity computing is 
presented (Liu, Quan, Feng & Qiu, 2010). It gets a good performance according to the text clustering experiment. A
novel method based on Dynamic Time Warping is proposed taking semantics, word sequences and the contribution
of different POS into account (Liu, Zhou & Zheng, 2007). Inspired by these methods, this paper presents an
approach based on combination of improved edit-distance and skeletal dependency tree with POS.
2. Basic concepts
In order to expatiate our approach clearly, two basic concepts are depicted in this section first.
2.1. Improved edit-distance
Edit-distance is first proposed by Russian scientists Levenshtein. It is used to calculate the minimum number of 
editing operations from original words to target words. Editing operation is defined as 3 types: input, delete and 
replace. Because the operations are not flexible and it is the most import that word semantics are not considered yet, 
Che et al., 2004, propose improved edit-distance.
The method based on improved edit-distance utilizes the semantic resource “TONGYICI CILIN”, which is 
provided by Research Center for Information Retrieval of Harbin Institute of Technology (HIT-CIR). Using a 
semantic encoding system, the literature divides word semantics into 5 levels. Every word has several semantics. 
Correspondingly, it also has one or more semantic codes in the literature. According to the Backus-Naur Form 
(BNF), the semantic encoding system is described as follows (Liu, Lin & Zhao, 2008; Chen & Chen, 2009):
<Semantic encoding>::=< 1level><2level><3level><4level><5level>
<1level>:: =<uppercase letters>
<2level>:: =<lowercase letters>
<3level>:: =<number><number>
<4level>:: =<uppercase letters>
<5level>:: =<number><number>
For example, the semantic code of word “ᡩ䌘乱 (Amount of Investment 䆘Ӌ)” is “Dn03A43#”, “ (Evaluate)”
is “Hc20A02”. According to the codes, the distance between two words X ˈY can be calculated by following 
formula (1):
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Where R and S are the semantic sets of words X andY respectively. And k indicates the first order where two 
semantic codes x and y are different from beginning. If two semantics have the same code, the distance between 
them is 0. 
2.2. Dependency grammar and skeletal dependency tree 
Dependency grammar (DG) is first proposed by the French linguist L. Tesniere in 1959. In the study of syntactic
analysis, he advocates that predicate verbs in sentences can be the headwords and dominate other components (Liu, 
2009). In 1970, Robinson J.J presents 4 axioms for dependency structures. And in 90s, Chinese scholars propose the 
5th axiom. The 5 axioms are expressed as follows (Lai & Huang, 1994):
(1) One and only one constituent is independent;
(2) All others depend directly on some constituent;
(3) No constituents depend directly on more than one other;
(4) If A depends directly on B and some constituent C intervenes between them (in linear order of string), then C 
depends directly on A or on B or some other intervening constituent.
(5) A constituent cannot have dependencies lying on the other side of its own governor.
Based on these axioms, the formula to compute sentence similarity is as follows:
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Where 1G and 2G are two sentences. w are weights of matched valid pairs. And n are the numbers of valid pairs 
of sentences (Li, Liu, Qin & Li, 2003).
In order to avoid high difficulty and complexity of sentence similarity calculation, Sui & Yu, 1998, propose a
new model based on skeletal dependency tree. According to skeletal dependency tree, structures of sentences are 
simplified and sentence similarity is defined as expression similarity and semantic similarity, considering sentence 
structures and word semantics.
3. Similar decision problem identification
By analyzing decision problems, we find some common characteristics of them. The sentences of decision 
problems which are expressed in natural language form by decision makers are usually normative with little spoken 
language. And statements are laconic with relatively uniform structures (indicating conditions first and then 
questioning). These characteristics facilitate similarity computing and processes for machines. Meanwhile, sentences 
consist of several words. It is only through semantics and other characteristics of words that the meanings of 
sentences can be represented completely. However, meanings of sentences differ from word sequences and POS. In 
view of the discoveries above, we present an approach based on combination of improved edit-distance and skeletal 
dependency tree with POS. According to this measure, sentence similarity is defined as a weighted combination of 
expression similarity and semantic similarity. For example, there is a test problem sentence 0S and some 
others nSSS ,...,, 21 in a corpus. We can compute the similarities between 0S and iS by following steps.
3.1. Expression similarity
With some pretreatment, sentences are divided into word sequences with POS. And then we can use “Chinese 
Skeletal Dependency Treebank” provided by HIT-CIR to analyze their skeletal dependency structures. In a skeletal
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dependency tree, a sentence is divided into two parts by its predicate verb. Suppose 0S has p words and iS has q
words. The expression similarity between them can be calculated by following formula (3):
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Where a and b are the numbers of words with the same POS in the two parts of skeletal dependency trees 
respectively (Mei & Liu., 2010; Lee, 2011; Liu, Quan, Feng & Qiu, 2010; Liu, Zhou & Zheng, 2007).
Considering the similarity direction (Liu, 2005), we establish an inequality: ),(),( 00 SSSESSSE ii z because the
numbers of words in two skeletal dependency trees may be different. After matching 0S with all sentences, we can 
get a vector for expression similarity: )),(),...,(),,(( 020101 nSSSESSSESSSESim  
3.2. Semantic similarity
As a fact, there are a lot of synonyms in Chinese. Different words may represent the same semantic. And 
semantic similarity plays an important part in sentence similarity. In this paper, we utilize the literature “TONGYICI 
CILIN” and improved edit-distance to calculate the minimum edit-distance between words and then compute the 
semantic similarity of two sentences.
As described above, predicate verbs dominate other constituents of sentences according to the theory of DG. The 
similarity of two skeletal dependency trees includes two hierarchical similarities: predicates and other constituents.
The similarity of predicates between 0S and iS can be expressed as ),( 0 iSSDp according to formula (1). 
In their skeletal dependency trees, other constituents are divided into two parts by predicates. Suppose the word 
sequence in the left part is 1il ˈ 2il ˈ…ˈ iul and 1ir ˈ 2ir ˈ…ˈ ivr in the right part. Compare word sequences of
two parts between 0S and iS respectively. If the words with the same POS are in the same position, we can use 
formula (1) to calculate their edit-distances; if there are some missing or superfluous words in 0S compared 
with iS , we can compute their edit-distances depending on POS by formula (4).
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The average edit-distance of other constituents between sentences 0S and iS is calculated by formula (5):
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After matching 0S with all sentences, we can get two vectors. One is the edit-distance vector for 
predicates )),(),...,,(),,(( 02010 nSSDpSSDpSSDpDP  and the other is for other constituents
)),(),...,,(),,(( 02010 nSSDcSSDcSSDcDC  . Then we can compute the two hierarchical similarities by using the 
following formula (6):
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Finally, considering that the predicate verbs are dominant in skeletal dependency trees, we can integrate the two 
hierarchical similarities for semantic similarity between 0S and iS with different weights.
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Where pw represents the weight for predicates while cw for other constituents. 1  cp ww .
How to determine the weights? With analyzing the two vectors SP and SC , we found a pattern that the more 
they have different values, the better they are to discriminate similar sentences from dissimilar ones. For example,
the values in the vector SP are all the same (the value is 0). It represents that predicate semantics are very close,
even almost the same. And it is not very effective to distinguish the similar sentences. But on the contrary, it is very 
helpful. Hence, we can establish the weights pw and cw through counting the different values in vectors SP and SC .
The relation between the two weights can be established by the radio of the count values.
3.3. Compute sentence similarities and Identification
In the final step, we integrate expression similarity vector and semantic similarity vector to compute the 
similarities between 0S and other sentences through the following formula (8):
21 SimSimSim uu ED                                                                                                                         (8)
Where D and E represent the importance of expression structure and semantic in decision makers’ mind
respectively. 1  ED .
To identify the similar problems for the new problem 0S , we can choose the problems that have the biggest value 
in the vector Sim . Then we can use the solutions of the chosen problems to solve the new problem 0S .
4. Case study and experiment results
In this section, this paper will present an instance to illuminate how to use the approach to identify similar 
problems and experiment results to evaluate the approach.
4.1. An instance for illuminating the approach
(1) A new problem 0S :
Chinese expression: ˛ԩᅝᥦ䆹ॖⱘ⫳ѻ䅵ߦЎ㦋প᳔໻߽⍺ˈ䆹བ
English expression: To obtain maximum profits, how to arrange production plans for the factory?
(2) Segmentation
wwnudervryvvwdnadvp //1/////////// ˛⫳ѻ䅵ߦⱘॖ䆹ᅝᥦབԩ䆹ˈ߽⍺໻᳔㦋পЎ
(3) Skeletal dependency structure analysis (Fig. 1. (a))
(4) Application of the approach
Suppose there are two decision problems 1S and 2S in problem base and their skeletal dependency structures are 
described in Fig. 1. (b). Their POS sequences are as follows respectively: {/v, /vn, /n, /ude1, /n}; {/v, /v, /r, /ag,
/ude1, /n}.
            
Fig. 1. (a) the skeletal dependency structure of the new problem;(b) the skeletal dependency structures of two problems in problem base
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According to our approach, we can compute the expression similarity vector using formula (3) and the semantic
similarity vector using formulae (1, 4, 5, 6 and 7) and the literature “TONGYICI CILIN”. The results are as follows.
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According to the method to establish the weights pw and cw , we can get their values: 5.01  w and 5.02  w .
Then the semantic similarity vector is established by formula (7).
)4535.0,1626.0(5.05.02  uu SCSPSim
Suppose the weights D and E are 0.5. Then using formula (8), we can get the sentence similarity 
vector )6268.0,4563.0( Sim . Because the biggest value in Sim is 0.6268, the decision problem 2S is more similar 
to 
0S and PMS can try to use the solution of 2S to solve 0S .
4.2. Experimental results and analysis
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of our approach for similar decision problem identification, this paper gives 
some experimental results for comparing it with other two methods: the method based on problem attribute-
matching and improved edit-distance. The decision problem base which is mentioned in reference [1] is improved 
for experiments. Skeletal dependency trees of 85 decision problems are analyzed by using “Chinese Skeletal 
Dependency Treebank” provided by HIT-CIR. And another 35 decision problems are chosen from investigations 
and some management books such as Operational Research and Technical Economics. Experiments include two 
tasks: one is weights (D andE ) analysis and comparison of methods.
4.2.1. Weights (D andE ) analysis
Generally, it is very difficult for decision makers to give proper weights between expression and semantic. In
order to gain proper values for weights D andE , we repeat the experiments with different weights. The results are 
shown in Table 1.
The results show that the accuracy rate gets the maximum when 3.0 D and 7.0 E . We can also find that the 
expression structures have somewhat effect on similar decision problem identification but less than semantics. If D
is close to 1.0 (It means only expression structures are considered in sentence similarity computing.), the accuracy 
rate can be 0. So we must consider the two aspects synthetically during similar decision problem identification. 
However, considering the experiments are carried out with certain limits, we proposed that the weighs can be 
located in the interval [0.1, 0.4] and meanwhile we can repeat experiments first to establish the weights in practical 
applications.
Table 1. The results with different weights
(D , E ) (0.1,0.9) (0.2,0.8) (0.3,0.7) (0.4,0.6) (0.5,0.5) (0.6,0.4) (0.7,0.3) (0.8,0.2) (0.9,0.1)
Number of problems matched 
correctly
20 24 27 18 13 9 5 3 1
Accuracy rate 57.14% 68.57% 77.14% 51.43% 37.14% 25.71% 14.29% 8.57% 2.86%
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4.2.2. Comparison of methods
To evaluate the approach in this paper, we carry out some experiments by comparing it with other two methods. 
The experiments results are presented in Table 2.
Table 2. The results of three methods
Methods Number of test problems Number of problems matched correctly Accuracy rate
Attribute-Match 35 10 28.6%
Improved edit-distance 35 19 54.3%
Approach in this paper 35 27 77.14%
The results are evaluated through Accuracy Rate. The formula to calculate it is as follows:
%100
problems test ofNumber 
correctlymatchedproblemsofNumber u rateAccuracy
Comparing the results, we believe in the superiority of the approach in this paper over other methods on similar 
decision problem identification.
5. Conclusions
An approach based on improved edit-distance and skeletal dependency tree with POS is presented in this paper to 
compute sentence similarities in two aspects (expression structures and semantics). It is not only feasible 
operationally but also very superior on similar decision problem identification in decision support and system 
engineering. But the experiment results also indicate its shortages on accuracy rate. The possible reasons are as 
follows: 
x The analyses of skeletal dependency structures are not very accurate and the sentences about decisions and 
system engineering are little in “Chinese Skeletal Dependency Treebank”. It must be helpful for improving 
accuracy rate that improving the identification for skeletal dependency structures and constructing better base for 
skeletal dependency structures. 
x Vocabularies in “TONGYICI CILIN” are limited. Especially specialized vocabularies about decision support and 
system engineering are inadequate. If adding more vocabularies about decision support and system engineering,
the approach can get a better performance. 
In addition, it is not enough that it just depends on sentence similarity computing to identify similar solutions for 
decision problems. It also depends on deep analyses of decision problems.
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